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Below are the results from the analysis of 29 citations.

Phantom Citations

"Diversity and Inclusion in the Academic Library" by Dr. Andrew Asher and Dr. Karen G. Schneider, published in the Journal of Library Administration in 2018. This article discusses the importance of diversity and inclusion in academic libraries, and offers strategies for creating a more inclusive environment.

Your search for title ("Diversity and Inclusion in the Academic Library") found 0 results.
Checked All 8 issues for 2018 volume checked and no articles by Asher and Schneider.

"The Racial Climate of the Library: A Case Study" by Dr. Robert E. Brown and Dr. Sharon A. Morris, published in the Journal of Library Administration in 2007. This study examines the experiences of Black patrons at an academic library, and finds that they often face discrimination and bias.

Your search for title ("The Racial Climate of the Library: A Case Study") found 0 results
Neither issue for the 2007 volume had an article by Brown and Morris.


Your search for title ("Racism and Discrimination in Libraries: The Canadian Experience") found 0 results.
The three issues of volume for 2015 had no articles by Bruce.


Your search for title ("Whiteness in the Academy: Paradoxes, Problems, and Possibilities") found 0 results.
Writes on race but not this article doesn’t appear to exist.
No article by DiAngelo in this journal volume.


Your search for title ("Race, Racism and the Curriculum: The Hidden Curriculum in LIS Education") found 0 results.
Godbey has written on information literacy, budgeting, and English language learners; Hastings was President of the American Society for Information Science and Technology and mostly writes about IT
No article by these authors in this volume, but an excellent article on race by David James Hudson in this issue:
On "Diversity" as Anti-Racism in Library and Information Studies: A Critique

"The whiteness of whiteness: Critical reflections on whiteness studies and white privilege" by Lewis R. Gordon, Critical Philosophy of Race, 2018

Your search for title ("The whiteness of whiteness: Critical reflections on whiteness studies and white privilege") found 0 results.
Gordon may be professor and Head of the Department of Philosophy at UCONN-Storrs. No article by Gordon in this volume, but over a dozen other articles pertaining to race in this volume.


Your search for title ("Racism, Discrimination, and the Library Workplace") found 0 results.
The Nikki Greene located may work as a cashier at Greenwood Chevrolet in Austintown OH.

"Examining White Privilege and Racism in Librarianship: A Call to Action" by Dr. April Hathcock, published in the Journal of Library Administration

Your search for title ("Examining White Privilege and Racism in Librarianship: A Call to Action") found 0 results.
Writes on race in libraries

Your search for title ("Race, Ethnicity, and the Academic Library") found 0 results.


Your search for title ("Racism and Cultural Competence in Library and Information Science Education: A Call to Action") found 0 results. She writes about educational technology. No article by Nistor in this volume.

"Race and Ethnicity in Library and Information Science: An Introduction" by Dr. Safiya Umoja Noble and Dr. Kevin Lombard, published in the Journal of Library Administration in 2018. This article provides an overview of the ways in which race and ethnicity have been addressed in the field of librarianship.

Your search for title ("Race and Ethnicity in Library and Information Science: An Introduction") found 0 results. Noble writes on social justice but not this article

"Race, Racism, and the Information Profession" by Dr. Safiya Umoja Noble, Journal of Critical Library and Information Studies, Vol. 1, No. 1, 2019

Your search for title ("Race, Racism, and the Information Profession") found 0 results. Writes on social justice but not this article

"Race, Racism, and Research in Library and Information Science" by Dr. Safiya Umoja Noble, published in the Library Quarterly journal in 2015.

Your search for title ("Race, Racism, and Research in Library and Information Science") found 0 results.
Writes on social justice but not this article
No article by Noble in the 2015 volume, but there is an article by her about social justice in the 2016 volume.

"Racism in the Academy: Issues and Strategies for Library and Information Science Education" by Dr. Safiya Umoja Noble and Dr. Brenda D. Bell, published in The Library Quarterly.

Your search for title ("Racism in the Academy: Issues and Strategies for Library and Information Science Education") found 0 results.
Could not identify Dr. Brenda D. Bell
Noble writes about social justice but not this article


Your search for title ("The White Racial Frame and Library and Information Science: Implications for Racial Justice") found 0 results.
Writes on social justice but not this article
No article by Noble in this volume.


Your search for title ("Addressing Racism and Discrimination in Academic Libraries") found 0 results.
Found no information about them


Your search for title ("The Myth of the Neutral Professional: Whiteness, Objectivity, and the Public Library") found 0 results.
They write about information ethics and intellectual freedom
Does have an article “Questioning Library Neutrality: Essays from Progressive Librarian”

"Racism in the Library: An Exploration of the Experiences of African American Public Library Patrons" by Dr. Toni Samek, published in the Library and Information Science Research journal in 2008.
Your search for title ("Racism in the Library: An Exploration of the Experiences of African American Public Library Patrons") found 0 results. They write about information ethics and intellectual freedom. Does have an article “Questioning Library Neutrality: Essays from Progressive Librarian”
No article by Samek in this volume.

"Whiteness and the Neutrality of the Library" by Dr. Toni Samek, published in the Library and Information Science Research journal in 2016.

Your search for title ("Whiteness and the Neutrality of the Library") found 0 results. They write about information ethics and intellectual freedom. Does have an article “Questioning Library Neutrality: Essays from Progressive Librarian”


Your search for title ("Whiteness in the Library: A Study of the Racial Identity of Library Workers") found 0 results. They write about information ethics and intellectual freedom. Does have an article “Questioning Library Neutrality: Essays from Progressive Librarian”

"Whiteness in the Library: Exploring the Unconscious Habits of a Dominant Group" by Dr. Toni Samek, published in the Journal of Library Administration in 2012. Your search for title ("Whiteness in the Library: Exploring the Unconscious Habits of a Dominant Group") found 0 results.

They write about information ethics and intellectual freedom
Does have an article “Questioning Library Neutrality: Essays from Progressive Librarian”


Your search for title ("Libraries, Racism, and Cultural Competence: A Call to Action") found 0 results. Schneider writes on many different subjects but there was not anything about race discovered.

"Racism in Academic Libraries: Understanding and Confronting Bias" by Dr. Tia L. Wilson, published in the Journal of Library Administration in 2020. This article discusses the ways in which racism and bias can manifest in academic libraries, and offers strategies for addressing these issues.
Your search for "Racism in Academic Libraries: Understanding and Confronting Bias" found 0 results.
Found no information for Wilson


Your search for title ("Anti-Racist Library and Information Science: A Critical Race Theory Perspective") found 0 results.
Found no information for Wilson

Flawed Citations


Your search for title ("The Social Construction of Whiteness: White Women, Race Matters") found 0 results.
This is a real book just the title is backwards. It should be: “White Women, Race Matters: The Social Construction of Whiteness”

"White privilege: Unpacking the invisible knapsack" by Peggy McIntosh, Independent School, 1989
This is a real article, but the wrong journal title is provided: Peace and Freedom Magazine July/August 1989

Correct Citation

"Whiteness as property" by Cheryl I. Harris, Harvard Law Review, 1993

Your search for title ("Whiteness as property") found 0 results.
Real citation though outside the field of LIS